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Purpose 
 

The purpose of the Nationwide ETO (EmComm Training Organization) communications exercise is to 

demonstrate the ability of Amateur Radio to provide accurate and timely messaging by forms using email 

over radio (Winlink) to further the mission of the agencies and organizations that we serve. This can 

involve partners including the Amateur Radio Emergency Service (ARES), Radio Amateur Civil 

Emergency Service (RACES), Auxiliary Communications Service (ACS), along with many other 

government agencies and non-government organizations. As accuracy and reproducible documents is a 

cornerstone of modern disaster communications, the primary emphasis will be on digital written forms of 

communications, as opposed to verbal.  

 

Objectives 
 

 Amateur radio stations, in an imaginary disaster scenario where the conventional infrastructure is 

largely unavailable, will compose and send forms/email using the Winlink email over radio 

system to ETO clearinghouses  

 For achieving accuracy and timeliness, digital modes are emphasized 

 Encourage partner organizations to participate in their own operations during the exercise 

 Prepare and train amateur radio operators to effectively use the Winlink system 

 Determine weaknesses that future training can address 

 Send and/or reply to forms using Winlink 

 Send and/or reply to forms using Winlink P2P in case primary Winlink services become degraded 

 Gather vital communications capability information and status of ETO participants 
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Exercise Scenario  
 

 

On Friday November 12
th
, Websites across the US and many of its allies began to have difficulty. By late 

Friday afternoon, a very large percentage of websites became unavailable. This included many important 

financial and government sites. It was clear to US Cyber-Command that some kind of major cyber-attack 

was underway with the US as its primary target.  

Early on Friday evening, many companies and government agencies began reporting computer server and 

cloud issues. Some of this involved encryption of critical files, as well as, a potential time activated worm 

that was deleting and modifying critical systems. Many critical infrastructures began to have to have 

serious issues. 

By Saturday morning, many internet and other communications systems have failed along with major 

issues with industrial and financial servers. Many communications that rely on cloud based systems are 

seeing crippling affects. This includes radio systems and commercial broadcasting nationwide. US Cyber-

Command reports that an aggressive terrorist attack is underway that is attacking all levels of computer 

based systems and internet related functionality. The internet outage is increasing in coverage as the day 

progresses. Hospitals and related healthcare institutions have seen major data losses which have already 

affected critical patient care. Many cannot even reach their critical backups that are cloud based.  

Reports are beginning to come in about similar problems being reported in Russia and China. There have 

been no reports of any demands or any attempts at communication with any of the governments being 

affected by this attack. It is possible that the attack may be the responsibility of a terrorist group that is not 

aligned with any of our traditional adversaries making this a much more dangerous situation. 

Many EmComm groups have been activated by their primary partner organizations and government 

agencies. The ETO has decided to check on our participants and their capabilities in case this situation 

continues to worsen. ETO will also be testing Point to Point (P2P) capability in case more Winlink RMS 

stations become unavailable or the main email system continues to degrade.  
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Exercise Activities and Timeline 
 

The overall timeline of the exercise will be 6am-6pm local time for all of the activities in the exercise. 

 

Primary activity using Winlink RMS stations 
 

Primary Messaging Activity Overview 

 

The main goal of the primary activity part of this exercise will be to reply to a Winlink ICS-213 form 

and send it to your regional ETO clearinghouse. This will be sent by amateur radio using any Winlink 

RMS station that you can reach. It can be either VHF/UHF or HF.  

 

Exercise Message Requirements 

 

This part of the exercise will be to reply to a Winlink ICS-213 form. You should have already received 

your ICS-213 form that you will reply from after messaging your regional clearinghouse as outlined in the 

instructions sent out prior to the issuance of this document. For any stations that have not received their 

form, please send see appendix 2.  

 

ICS-213 form and questions 

 

Participants will reply to the ICS-213 form they have received from their regional clearinghouse. In your 

reply, you will answer the questions posed to you in the original form.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reply to Message: Form ICS-213 

 

Send to your ETO Clearinghouse 

ONLY 
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Exercise Options 
 

For the primary part of the exercise, participants will have two options available. You can choose to do 

any of the options that you wish to attempt.  

 

 

 

Main activity option #1 

 

In option #1, participants will use their fixed station to send their message while operating on emergency 

power. This can be, generator, battery, wind or solar. It can also be any combination of these.  
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Main activity option #2 

 

In option #2, participants will have the option of operating a mobile or portable station to send your 

message. This station should operate on vehicle or other emergency power systems.  
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Secondary Activity: (P2P) Point to Point Winlink operations 

 

Overview 

 

In preparation for the possibility that more Winlink RMS stations become unavailable, or the 

main email system continues to degrade, ETO will also test Peer-to-Peer (P2P) capability. 

 

Exercise Details for Amateur Participation in the P2P part of the exercise 

 

ETO Field Station Instructions for Nov 13, 2021 “Cyber Wind” Exercise 

For this portion of the exercise, you will re-send the ICS-213 reply form you created for the 

first portion of the exercise as a VARA HF P2P (Peer-to-Peer) message 

1. In the Main Winlink window, select the message you created 

2. Click the “Forward Message” icon 

3. In the “Send As” drop down window, select “Peer-to-Peer Message” 

4. In the “To” box, insert the call sign of the Target station you will be calling 

Be sure to listen before calling.  There should be little if any QRM.  Try your 80 meter target first, 

then move up the list as propagation changes throughout the day 

By making the appropriate change in your message (the TO box), you can continue to use the 

same message with multiple P2P Targets 

Please refer to the attached ETO P2P Target Station List to select appropriate Target(s) for P2P 

messages. You only need to enter the Center Frequency and Call Sign.  The app will insert the 

Dial Frequency automatically. 

You MUST set your system to 500 Hz bandwidth in TWO locations within the 

Winlink application in order to help conserve bandwidth for our P2P messaging.  

Target Stations will NOT answer if you fail to do so. 

1. In the Vara HF Peer-to-Peer Session Window>Settings>Vara TNC Setup and 

2. In the VARA HF TNC Window>Settings> VARA Setup. (You’ll find the TNC 

Window hiding down on your Task Bar) 

NOTE: A complete list of Target Stations for this exercise is included. 
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ETO Target Station Instructions for Nov 13, 2021 “Cyber Wind” Exercise 

 

Scenario:  For this exercise, Field Stations will reply to an ICS-213 Form received earlier from 

their Regional ETO station, with the option of sending it both as a normal Winlink message and 

as a VARA HF P2P (Peer-to-Peer) message. Please review those instructions so that you 

know what to expect (ETO Field Station Instructions - above). 

As a P2P Target Station, you will receive the P2P transmissions from multiple Field Stations.   

See the enclosed ETO P2P Target Station List – Frequency / Location for your specific 

Channel assignment.  Operation is from 6:00 AM to 6:00 PM your local time. 

Please also note that the entire P2P exercise will be using Vara HF P2P in v500 Hz mode 

in order to conserve bandwidth.  Field stations have been instructed to make that setting, and 

you also need to make sure you do the same.  If set properly, your station will automatically 

reject any calls at the wrong bandwidth. 

You have all done P2P before, so we won’t go through the basic setup.  If you are unsure of any 

item, just ask on the Target Station IO group:  https://emcomm-training.groups.io/g/P2P-Target-

Stations/messages 

At the end of the exercise (6:00 PM your time), you may cease operating (it’s OK if you run a bit 
over).  
 
All the received P2P messages should be in your Winlink Express Inbox, We suggest that you 
create a Personal Folder named ”20211113 ETO P2P Drill” and Move ONLY THE RECEIVED 
MESSAGES into that box. Then …  
 
1) Select all the messages (Click on first message, SHIFT-Click on last – be sure to scroll down, 
if necessary)  

2) Select Message>Export Messages and Browse to a folder that makes sense to you.  

3) Name the file “<your call sign> P2P 20211113.xml” and click EXPORT.  

4) Back to selected messages (make sure they are ALL still selected), go to Message>Generate 
ICS-309 Communication Log. Select Personal Folder you created, uncheck ALL other boxes 
and check ‘Combine recipients into a single entry.’  

5) Browse to path for the Output pdf file (suggest same folder as the XML file) and name it 
“<your call sign> ICS309 20211113.pdf”. Click on the “Generate ICS-309.PDF” box.  

6) Repeat Step 4 

7) Browse to path for the Output pdf file (same folder as above) and name it “<your call sign> 
ICS309 20211113.csv”. Click on the “Generate ICS-309.CSV” box, making sure that “Column 
Delimiter” is set to Comma. 

6) Send all 3 files to: ETO@LNAINC.com by regular email and CC to mtb2450@gmail.com 
 
Please send ASAP after exercise. Do not send anything else.  
 

 

https://emcomm-training.groups.io/g/P2P-Target-Stations/messages
https://emcomm-training.groups.io/g/P2P-Target-Stations/messages
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ETO Exercise Mapping  
 

Mapping for this exercise will be conducted the same as the recent Winlink Thursday exercises. The map 

will be posted after the exercise. 

P2P Results / Spreadsheets will also be available. 

  

 

 

International Amateur Participation 

 

International stations that wish to participate in the exercise are welcome to do so by addressing their 

message to the ETO-DX clearinghouse. We ask that you use the same timeframe as established in the 

beginning of the document and convert the listed time frame to your time. If you do not have the ICS-213 

form yet, please see Appendix 2.  

 

 

Partner Organizations Local Exercises 
 

Many times, local partner organizations such as ARES, RACES, and AUXCOM like to conduct local 

exercises in conjunction with larger ongoing exercises. Local groups should feel free to conduct their 

localized exercises as they wish. Feel free to use our scenario if desired. Localized exercises will not be 

connected to our nationwide operation, but we encourage all organizations to take as many training 

opportunities as possible.  
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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 
 

1. Do I need to do all parts of this exercise? 

 

A: No, you can do all or as many parts as you feel comfortable doing. 

 

2. If I did not receive an ICS-213 form to reply to, how should I proceed? 

 

A: See Appendix 2 of this document. 

 

3. Are the exercise time lines the same for the primary and secondary parts of the exercise? 

 

A: Yes, the time lines are the same. 

 

4. Will international stations be able to participate? 

 

A. Yes, international participants are welcome. We ask that you use ETO-DX as your 

clearinghouse station. Remember to convert the timelines of the exercise to your time to be 

successful. 

 

5. I understand the Support Group email address has changed.  What is it? 

 

A. We have changed the name and email address of our technical team to:  

 

 ETO Technical Team 

 

This was done to avoid confusion with the support team at Winlink.org. 

 

To get technical help for the ETO Exercises / WLT  the new email address is:   

 

ETO.Technical.Team@EmComm-Training.groups.io 

 

 

 

 

mailto:emcomm-training.groups.io/g/main/ETO.Technical.Team@EmComm-Training.groups.io
mailto:ETO.Technical.Team@EmComm-Training.groups.io
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Appendix 1 Map of ETO Regions 

 

 

You can also view your ETO location online at our website 

“Click here to find your ETO” 

 

 

 

 

 

https://emcomm-training.org/General-Drill-Info.html
https://emcomm-training.org/General-Drill-Info.html
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Appendix 2 Getting your ICS-213 form for reply 

 

Prior to the release of this document, you received instructions to send a Winlink 

message to your ETO regional clearinghouse (i.e.: ETO-01, etc.) in order to receive 

your ICS-213 for the exercise. You should have your form by Monday, Nov. 8. 

If for any reason you do not have your form, you should send a basic Winlink message 

to your ETO regional clearinghouse in order to get your form.  

Just say something like “Yes – Cyber Wind” and make sure you are sending it from 

your amateur radio call sign Winlink account! 

A cutoff date was established in the initial message instructions in order to avoid a last 

minute rush that could overwhelm our clearinghouses. We are hoping that the number 

of participants still requiring a form will be small.  
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Appendix 3 ETO Clearing House Sending the ICS-213 Form 

 

ETO Clearinghouses, you will need to send out a WinLink ICS-213 form to your pre-

registered ETO-nn November 13 “Cyber Wind” participants in order for them to 

participate in this exercise  

 

This is relative easy to accomplish using the Group Address function in WinLink. 

1. Generate a CSV Comma Delimited version (not Tab delimited) of the ICS-309 

Communications Log. 

2. Select the Folder you used to store your ETO-xx “Cyber Wind” messages in Personal 1: 

using the drop down selection, be sure it is checked. Click "Generate CSV File". 

3. Ensure "Comma" is checked under "Column Delimiter". Check only Time, From, To, and 

Subject.  

4. Browse and choose your “CSV Output File” location & File name and Click “Save”, then Click 

"Generate the CSV File". Click “OK”, Click “Exit”, Click “Exit”. 

5. Open the newly created CSV file in Excel, select all the call sign entries in the "From" column 

and Copy. 

6. Under WinLink Settings > Click Group Addresses... 

7. Click Add Group, name the New Group something like: ETO-nn Cyber Wind. 

8. Paste the copied list of WinLink addresses into the "Addresses in Group" box. Click Save. 

9. You will now see a new Group Address list. You can Select the new Group name and Edit as 

needed, then Save & Close. 

10. Select New message, Click To: and from the drop down selection, select your new ETO-nn 

Group address. 

11. Add Subject line: Cyber Wind ICS-213 

12. Select the ICS-213 template, and load the Cyber Wind “Initial Data” file (enclosed) and send 

to your ETO-nn Group list. 

There is a WinLink Help document on Group Addresses function. (refer to the Main WinLink 

Help menu) 
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Appendix 4 P2P Target Station List 
 

 

 

ETO P2P Target Station List 
Frequency / Location 

v2.0 

 
 

Channel Band (m) Center Freq. (KHz) Dial Freq. (KHz) Mode - Bandwidth (Hz) Region # 
       

01 80 3530.000 3528.500 V500 01 06 

02 " 3532.500 3531.000 V500 02 07 

03 " 3535.000 3533.500 V500 03 08 

04 " 3537.500 3536.000 V500 04 09 

05 " 3540.000 3538.500 V500 05 10 

 

06 40 7030.000 7028.500 V500 04  

07 " 7032.500 7031.000 V500 05  

08 " 7035.000 7033.500 V500 06  

09 " 7037.500 7036.000 V500 10  

 

10 30 10110.000 10108.500 V500 02  

11 " 10112.500 10111.000 V500 07  

12 " 10115.000 10113.500 V500 10  

 

13 20 14030.000 14028.500 V500 01  

14 " 14032.500 14031.000 V500 06  

15 " 14035.000 14033.500 v500 10  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Region Channel Station Location Notes 
     

01 01 AI1V Stamford, CT  

01 10 W1SHS Franklin, MA  

01 13 N1RDN Sandwich, MA  

     

02 02 KA2R Lagrangeville, NY  

     

03 03 KV4JM Norfolk, VA  

     

04 04 KD2LQA Chesterfield, SC  

04 06 WB9AYD Sarasota, FL  

04 11 K4HYJ Dalton, GA  

     

05 05 KC9FXE Menomonie, WI  

05 07 AC8ZU Centerville, OH  

     

06 01 N9JYJ Ponca City, OK  

06 08 KB5HPT El Paso, TX  

06 14 KK5KLK Hope, AR  

     

07 02 W0DCH Springfield, MO  

     

08 03 AE7LM Haley, ID  

     

09 04 N2RSN Keno, OR  

     

10 05 K8MPW Wendell, ID  

10 09 AL1Q Walla Walla, WA  

10 12 K7NOJ Camas, WA  

10 15 W7JST Bend, OR 20 meter beam pointed Southeast 
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